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Questions for April '

1.) Barnet and Muller :ter, ari: on page 'T/ of g2.23al Reache
Both Adam Smith and 'Carl 	 believed thtt a crucial
characteristic of caeital was tltt it Was international.
For Smith it was a roatter of co alon sense that capital
should be freed for national *ellitical barriers. For Marx
the wogressive expanson of the market through the inter-
nationalization of capital was 1 historical necessity for
capitalism. The World Managers re the moil: active promoters
of this Marxist prediction* the nation-state, which in the
nineteenth century marked an oliance over previous political
organizations, is inadequate e the chalbnge of the global
market.

Does the rise of the global colorations h'.tp to verify Marx's

thergger
AraA4ga and Baxnet implicitlt relying aw. Marxist theory to
explain what they' describe9	 cat eL.6.-a_VdeL, ,

What are your Igews on the ilteanational uharacter of capital?
Was the rise of tae global cerpreTTanTh a eatter of historical
necess3ty? eas .Z.,here sortie	 immanert push in this direction

t

Can ypu give soan guieliner as 	 how (ale eoets out the authentic
and inauthentic in :;ipeeKlet thought On '016 one band, much of the

, relevance of yourir 3eonomie theory . comes from the attempt
to save Latin ngerican ilberatior theoiNjans 	 error caused
by inadequate 000110:Ace (Aarx). Ct. the oteer han ,l, as you said

Yet there is much to be lea n

last tine, thepa are ocettoione Wen "Marx marks.' surely a
Christian musipe Tiary rh' 4arx as cryoto- or anti-heologian,

rsel .feo• Marx tic ecoAmist, is there not?

If "Thrift and ente:epeee" were aropriate Ma_ lm` for th94urplus
expansion, have Trott ;eeatified	 approprir.te vaaxies for the
basic expansion? 	 ar: rit a 

O't t„, klZt-t	 "	
LAN,N.i.....11.-.1,5.„,j,,ts4o,

Y

4 .) At the last clatee,.you .indieaterl that the global max*et had not
yet arrived the Afferences aleciz, people even in the vie nations
remain great eneegh to create djo'ferent needs, different .41, 1es ,
different comme sense attitudes. Yet Muller and Barnet des,,ibe
the global maveprs as if the glebal market were alrealy here..

esiduiffeeteces in the common sease worlus l .?Do you think iho r	 al d
mankind will alart the Curther levelopment of the global co,V2ra ls?

Or will the ea, media oe:erertisit; techniques succeed in sellingea
a way of life fell a a producli Are there any countervailing

ic sne which might be able to thwartforces on the earrent eellom	 oe
or curtail tee eelobal. c•000vations?..
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	 4; "for Adam Smith it was a matter of common sense that capital

should be freed from national political barriers"

for Adam Smith everything was a matter of common sense; he

was one of the Scottish school dedicated to a phil of c. s.

moreover, common sense is not a department of knowledge as

is maths science history, etc., it is unthematized human intell-

igence, open to various biases which have to be thematixed before

they can be eradicated, etc.; it is multiform, a different brand

flourishes in each village and when you go further afield the

differences become more palpable; historicity

freed from national political barriers,

ie against government directed mercantilist practice; which

was a deliad end in itself even apart from bureaucratic control

In fact, England was the first to have a takeoff, and with

that advantage, had everything to gain from free trade

But Germany and the US had their takeoffs about 0 and 70

years later; they could not develop industrially without protec-

tionist doctrine; the terms of trade would be against them

act	 When the terms of trade against you, you have to keep the looters
A	 out; that is the first lesson the UND's have to learn.

5: "For Marx the progressive expansion of the market.."

The expansion of the market is the gradual absorlption of

all economic activity within an exchange economy; as much as

possible everything is a matter of earning and paying.

When I was a boy canned goods were coming in, but they

were a novelty and an exception in towns and most cities

The farmer's ideal was Li to be self—sufficientas far as

possible; he produced a surplus of some things for sale in

x order to buy others; he bought clothing but not food.

Modern famines have other causes, but a root cause is

the extension of the exchange economy; when all the land is

property (even the Indians , hunting grounds), it becomes

impossible to live off the land without paying rent, and the

rent easily becomes exorbitant.

Immanuel Wallersittein, "Rurtal Economy in Modern World-,/
Society l n Studies in Comparative International Development, 

12 (Spring 1977) 29-40. ..)1.(4.14A.14,...x.

Land perhaps first became prcipexty with large scale agriculture

in the Temple States. More became prep ty  with the enclosure of

the English common by the wool merchants,
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7: a historical necessity for capitalism
History is contingent through and through; its intelligibility

is not necessity but realized possibility; what are named histor-

ical necessities risk being mistakes unsupported by solid argument.

Rosa Luxemburg argum!Oed that colonialism was a necessity for

capitalism; when when colonial exploitation reached its inevitable

term, capitalism would vanish

9: the nation state which.. marked an advance over previous

political organizations 	 run by
The nation state was conceived by Marx s as theo

 committee

of the bourgeoisie: cf. Nixon's financial ppppiters (Barnet

and Muller, p. 249)

10: 'c is inadequate to the challenge of the global market'

it is inadequate in many ways to what is worse and not

superior

the Gels leave the UND's poorer, with worse terms of trade,

than they ill found them

they leave the US a dual economyf with smaller corporations

ever being gobbled up, with people who have saved, systematically

robbed by inflation (and taxes that rise with inflation)

Does the rise of the GC's help to verify Marx's predictions?

The GC's are a revolt against the win imperial bureaucracy of

the welfare state (which Marx did not predict) and a return to

dreamland of laiss4er faire and laisser passer 4 (which Marx
condemned in favor a 	

C
dictptorship of , the proletariat

CAC5	
vt-)	 s	 Rter uA	 Web) t-ar, ScLw 14teivit	 L tArrrelk t e •

Are B and M implicitly relying on Marx to exp‘in what they

describwi

have found much description in B and M, and some of it

I trxied to reuort. The only explanation I recall is what

they term the globaloney of the world managers.

The argument for the internationalization of the whole

economy stems from theorems based on Walras and Pareto.

Under perfedt eqilibrium and pure compettion there would be

an optimum allocation of resources and no possibilityla of

improving anyone's lot without t worsening the lot of others.

The root of industrial capitalism is W W Rostow's takeoff:

it has occurred at a series of dates in a series of countries;

enormous political and educational development is needed before

it can be adapted and adopted by other countries.t General
US

talk about intxernationalization has been ruining the UND's and the
JP.'"
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There are intelligible historical sequences but they are

not instances of strict necessity but realized possibilities

with a higher or lower degree of probability

The Gels follow from the welfare state, as an outrageous

piece of insolence from an economic blunder

2
	

The guidelines are the analysis of history in terms of

progress, decline, and ri redemption.

One examines his idea of history from the vp of authenticity

and unauthenticity

One examines his life-long campaign for revolution worldwide

One examines his economic theories

One has to examine them in detail and so one must begin by

knowing them in detail; one also has to have firm ideas on

what is correct and incorrect, moral and immoral,

Marx was correct in urging that the workers were not getting

a fair show. ManYothers did so too.

Marx had a theory why this happened: the one and o±nly groxund

of value is labor; hence all the value of all products belongs

in justice to the laborers. 	 yet	 /revolution
The theory of value is ridiculous:/it is the basis of Marxian

The real eason why the workers did not get a fair deal

was that the basic phase was curtailed in a series of diffexrent

fashions and manners. When the workers' turn came, it was called off

The so-called dictatorship of the proletariat has never been

more than a transparent hoax.

Study Marx? Anything you get by your own effort is worth

while. But somex efforts are morefruitful than others.

3)	 Raise wages. &c1.4.4. :
Increase labor-intensive enterprises.

Confine exchange economies to areas in which the populace r,

!-?t412can stand the racket and the pace, Ci e Res ewe I 	L	 52.2	 11211
Cu? OP/
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Are there any countervailing forces on the current scene

that mixght thwart or curtail the GC'S.

The Soviets can crush them or exploit them ` as they chooses.

But the appeal to "force" is not highly intelligent: cf.
Ins ight, pp. 238 f. 47E cs 11,:a	 t	 ea.. A	 . Fes,
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